
BOB DYLAN PHOTO DISCOVERED SHOWS
MAGIC MOMENT SECONDS BEFORE 1971
COMEBACK ON CONCERT FOR BANGLA DESH
STAGE

Newly discovered photograph of Bob Dylan

waiting in the wings before his 1971 music

performance comeback at Concert for

Bangla Desh.

SIDELINED FROM 1966 MOTORCYCLE ACCIDENT

SINGER BOB DYLAN PROMPTED BY EX-BEATLE

GEORGE HARRISON TO STAR AT CONCERT FOR

BANGLA DESH CHARITY EVENT 51 YEARS AGO

ATLANTA, GEORGIA, UNITED STATES, July 31, 2022

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Fifty one years ago Bob

Dylan made his first live appearance anywhere in

two years.  The event took place during ex-Beatle

George Harrison's Concert for Bangladesh for

charity at Madison Square Garden between two

simultaneous shows on August 1, 1971. 

Historian Richard Warren Lipack is releasing an

image of Bob Dylan moments before Dylan's

amazing comeback to the concert stage in 1971.

The image was recently discovered while

examining old original 35mm color transparency

outtakes the photographer took during the

concert 51 years ago.

Beside this, historian Lipack made a half hour

long videotape with sound of the afternoon NYC

concert show, for which a frame (of three

deposited on Wikimedia Commons) from that video can be found on the Wikipedia and

Wikiwand entries for the Concert.  Despite this, the Estate of George Harrison, and son Dhani

Harrison, have made no effort to reach out to learn more about this historic videotape: the only

videotape of the Concert in existence.  Dhani Harrison, the manager for Beatle George Harrison's

estate, was born in 1978, exactly seven years later to the day of his father's 1971 concert's

August 1st time stamp.  Some questions are raised as to the son's veracity in the honoring of his

father's legacy based on Harrison's seemingly cosmic Bangla Desh Concert dated incarnation as
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Newly discovered photograph of Bob Dylan waiting in

the wings before his 1971 music performance

comeback at Concert for Bangla Desh.

opposed to Beatle John Lennon's son

Sean Lennon's caesarian section birth

by Yoko Ono on John Lennon's October

9th birthday in 1975.      

This event also marked the return of

George Harrison to the stage in a live

concert after the Beatles last paid

public performance at Candlestick Park

in San Francisco on August 29, 1966

and following the Beatles' 1970 Break-

up. 

Aside from these works author and

historian Lipack owns and controls the

copyrights to almost 500 behind-the-

scenes negatives and images of the

1966 Beatles last concert tour,

including the last live Beatles paid

public performance ever - occurring at

Candlestick Park described above.  The

photograph archive trove also includes

images of the Original Yellow Submarine that inspired the 1968 release of the Beatles movie The

Yellow Submarine two years later. 

Most of the 1966 images were taken by the long defunct Datebook magazine, who travelled on

tour with the Beatles in 1965 and 1966, and which was the magazine that lit the bonfire against

Beatle John Lennon's Beatles "more popular than Jesus" statement of 1966. 

Author Lipack was associated closely with Beatles manager Brian Epstein's mother Queenie and

brother Clive Epstein in the late 1970's and early 1980's, and decided to release this important

never before seen Dylan image for the historical record, as well as for fans of Bob Dylan, and for

Bob Dylan himself.  

The accompanying photo shows the great Dylan just before he mounted the performance stage

at the Concert for Bangla Desh on August 1, 1971.  This photo marks a 'first of its kind' in the

fifty-one years since the concert was mounted. 

Convincing Dylan of the significance of performing at the Concert for Bangla Desh, George

Harrison persuaded Dylan to come out of semi-retirement to play classics that he hadn’t

performed in years. 

A few years before the 1971 Concert for Bangladesh, Dylan was knocked out of commission for a



Still frames from only

extant videotape of

George Harrison's 1971

Concert for Bangla Desh

by Richard Warren Lipack

made 51 years ago in

1971.  Harrison's first

moments shown returning

live on stage since Beatles

last paid public show of

1966.

half a decade following a motorcycle accident in 1966 that placed

him into semi-retirement.   And his legend grew.  George Harrison

was in the same boat of sorts following The Beatles' demise as a

live act when they mounted the stage for their final live concert

performance at Candlestick Park, San Francisco on August 29,

1966, which author Lipack published in his 1996 book: Epoch

Moments and Secrets - John Lennon and the Beatles at the Mirror

of Man's Destiny.

Dylan’s August 1, 1971 first-show afternoon comeback

performance should have been flawed but instead he appeared

magically on stage during the first show that day - during the

afternoon show - just after this moment shown here - going on

and gallantly charging forward with his music prowess as great as

ever before 40,000 concert attendees in this and the later evening

show.

 

Dylan was backed by just Harrison, piano man Leon Russell - who

took up to playing Klaus Voormann's Fender Precision bass, and

by former Beatles drummer Ringo Starr pacing steadfast on the

tambourine. Dylan played five of his decade-defining songs from

the 1960s.   Dylan would take "A Hard Rain's A-Gonna Fall",

"Blowin' in the Wind", "It Takes a Lot to Laugh, It Takes a Train to

Cry", "Love Minus Zero/No Limit" and "Just Like a Woman" to their

highest levels ever.

George Harrison’s "Concert For Bangladesh" became the most

aggressive turning point in popular culture at the time, marking

the first ever mounted star-studded charity event that would

become both the model as well as setting a precedent for future

charitable sponsoring concert events. 

With the former Beatles guitarist’s original noble initiative employed to summon Bob Dylan out

of seclusion and back into the limelight, the action allowed for Dylan to effectively round out and

downright steal the show.

The photograph just discovered in the archives of historian Richard Warren Lipack after 51 years

is presented here for the first time ever to commemorate the active work singer Bob Dylan has

generated within the realms of music and art even to this day, fifty one years after his August 1,

1971 come back appearance.  Shown as the sixth person from the left Dylan stands in his jeans

jacket patiently waiting in the wings clutching his guitar with his back to the camera.  

This is all as ex-Beatle George Harrison in the red dress shirt discusses last minute sound details
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with a technician just a few feet back

away from Dylan, just before Dylan's

appearance.   The fourth person from

the left in the image recognizes Dylan

and stares down at the great singer in

apparent astonishment and

amazement captured here. 

Other associated links: 

Beatles & Richard Avedon Copyright

Controversy

https://www.theimagingalliance.com/b

eatles-richard-avedon-earliest-extant-

original-photos-found-spur-copyrights-

controversy/

https://www.theimagingalliance.com/ta

g/beatles/?sfw=pass1659072113 

https://www.theimagingalliance.com/tag/richard-avedon/

Concert for Bangla Desh video frame(s)

https://www.wikiwand.com/nl/The_concert_for_Bangladesh

https://www.wikiwand.com/de/Konzert_f%C3%BCr_Bangladesch 

https://www.wikiwand.com/en/The_Concert_for_Bangladesh

John Lennon and The Beatles Last Concerts Book:

https://www.amazon.com/Epoch-Moments-Secrets-Hardcover-

AUTOGRAPH/dp/0965095916/ref=sr_1_1?crid=YOHPO7YLGYIK&keywords=LIPACK&qid=1659277

981&sprefix=lip+pack+%2Caps%2C634&sr=8-1

Richard Warren Lipack Discovery of William F. Cooke telegraph invention builder's journal -
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https://search.yahoo.com/search?p=ieee+ghn+cooke&fr=yfp-

t&fr2=p%3Afp%2Cm%3Asb&ei=UTF-8&fp=1

https://ethw.org/William_Fothergill_Cooke

Dr. Pemberton, Asa Candler & Coca Cola Controversy

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2254481/Did-man-REALLY-Coca-Cola-Picture-Doc-

Pemberton-bought-auction-suggests-company-identified-wrong-man-soft-drink-inventor.html

https://www.wsj.com/articles/SB10001424127887324731304578189533350063480
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